
The Glass Castle Essay Assignment 

LENGTH 750 – 900 words 
Use a common 12 point font (like Times New Roman or Calibri) 
Lines should be spaced at 1.5 spaces 
 

AUDIENCE You should assume that your reader is familiar with The Glass Castle and 
address  the reader accordingly 
 

DUE DATE September 30th (Sept 29 for Monday class) to your GENSTD 1201T professor 
at the beginning of your regular class time 
 

HEADING Should include your name,  Class name (GENSTD 1201T) , professor’s name, 
final word count,  and question number 
 
Example: 
The Glass Castle Essay Assignment 
Sam S. Student 
GENSTD 2010T, Professor Franz 
Word count, 852 
Essay question #3                   
               

CONTEST GENSTD 1201T professors will select the top essays from each section and 
submit them to a panel for final judging.   Prizes will be awarded to best 
essays by the last class meeting. 

 

Select  one of the following essay questions. 

1. Throughout the book we hear Rose Mary’s complaint: “I’m a grown woman now, why can’t I 
do what I want to do?” At what stage can adults do whatever they want, if at all? As a new 
college student, how will you manage your new sense of independence and autonomy? 

  

2. Rose Mary justifies shoplifting because she has a good reason to do it—to provide clothing 
for her family. How do you decide if something is right or wrong? In college, you’ll be 
introduced to many concepts that are complicated and messy and don’t result in a 
“right”  answer. How will you navigate an educational environment often defined by ambiguity? 

  



3. How do things like family, money, addiction, responsibility, faith, peers or dreams influence 
the behaviors of different members of the Walls family? Who currently influences you the 
most? Who will influence you when you get to Ohio State? 

  

4. In college, Jeannette is singled out by a professor for not understanding the plight of 
homeless people. Instead of defending herself, Jeannette keeps quiet. Why do you think she 
does this? How do you anticipate negotiating, meeting, and interacting and living with others 
who have backgrounds different than yours? 

  

5. Bob Dylan once wrote, “A man is a success if he gets up in the morning and gets to bed at 
night and in between does what he wants to do.” Using Dylan’s definition, could we say that 
Rex and Rose Mary were a success? How do you define success? How will you determine if you 
are successful in college? 

  

6. Is there value in nonconformity? Do we live in a society that encourages being different? 
What are some ways Rex and Rose Mary do the unexpected? Think about a time when you 
wanted to do something different but decided to conform instead. Why did you make that 
choice? 

  

7.  Jeannette describes the squalor she and her family lived in: hunger, poverty, garbage, lack of 
basic necessities. Conversely, she describes the rich intellectual world her parents imparted: 
discussions of geology, math, literature, art. What do you think is more important to a child’s 
development: comfortable living conditions or an enriching intellectual environment? 

 


